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Agenda

1. About UK Power Networks Services

2. Energy storage market – key elements

3. Grid scale application case study – Smarter Network Storage

• Overview of the project

• Defining the problem

• Building the solution

• Project challenges and outcomes

4. Behind the meter applications

5. Lessons learnt

OBJECTIVE: To provide an insight into the use of energy storage systems by businesses
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About UK Power Networks Services
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Who we are

UK Power Networks is one of the UK’s seven licensed distribution network operators

• Operates in London, the east and south east of England;

• Provides electricity to around 8 million customers; and

• Part of the Cheung Kong Group, CK Hutchison Holdings.

UK Power Networks Services can operate outside the distribution network operator’s scope

• Providing high-quality, professional distributed energy and power distribution services;

• Key clients are high profile, energy intensive industries and owners of critical infrastructure:

• Airports;

• Railways;

• Ports;

• Defence;

• Transport Hubs; and

• Commercial and Industrial.

• Full spectrum of services, from initial consulting to ownership, operation and maintenance of energy infrastructure.
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We are the unregulated arm of UK Power Networks
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What we do
1 2 3 4 5

Renewable energy (PV/Solar)

Distributed 

Energy 

Resources

• UPS (award winning project) – Smart 

Charging coupled with energy 

storage (battery) and controlled by an 

Active Network Management (ANM)

• Fleet electrification – electrification 

strategy for 3,500 vehicles including 

operational trial with 8 vehicles in 

operation

Electric Vehicle Infrastructure / 

Fleet electrification

• Energy contract, lighting and BMS 

optimisation 

• Integrated energy strategy with 

distributed energy resources (PV 

and CHP)

SCADA

• Hinkley Point C – D&B of a new 

SCADA system for controlling and 

monitoring supplies for all substations 

from the local onsite control centre 

• Stansted Airport - rolling out SCADA 

across the entire private network 

made up of circa. 20 primary 

substations and 30. secondary. 

Microgrids

• CEG  - techno-economic analysis for a 

microgrid approach project (community 

energy) including solar PV, battery storage 

and EV charging stations 

Energy Storage

• Daily operation of Leighton Buzzard 

– dispatching energy into flexibility 

markets

• UPS - Behind the meter energy 

storage to defer network 

reinforcement required for EV 

charging infrastructure

Flexibility and                        

Demand Side Response

• Daily operation of Leighton 

Buzzard – dispatching energy into 

flexibility markets

• Remote monitoring and  control of 

substations load

• Airport – feasibility study for 

development of a 10MW PV array 

• PV to be delivered on UKPN assets 

(substations and offices)

Energy Efficiency Initiatives
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Energy storage market – key elements
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The UK energy storage market
1 2 3 4 5

Ancillary Services schemes are undergoing major changes

Increasing volatility of 

electricity prices is 

opening a new but 

highly unpredictable 

route to market2

Decreased value of key 

revenues like FFR, CM, Triad 

Avoidance

• Significantly decreased 

price of Li-ion batteries

• Installation and 

connection  costs are 

still case dependent

The market is growing, although projections are highly volatile

New route to marketCost of lithium-ion batteries is falling1

1 Bloomberg New Energy Finance, 2017

Market changes have been significant

1 2

3 4

2 Aurora Energy Research, 2018
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Grid scale application case study
Smarter Network Storage system operation

1 2 3 4 5
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Project overview
1 2 3 4 5

A multipurpose grid-connected energy storage system

• A 6 MW / 10 MWh battery storage system, housed in a warehouse-sized building;

• Asset owned by UK Power Networks and connected to the distribution network near the town Leighton Buzzard; and

• UK Power Networks Services responsible for the day-to-day operation, control and monitoring of the system.



Defining the problem
1 2 3 4 5

The constraint issue

• Incoming feeders to the town constrained;

• Town demand occasionally exceeds the limits of the feeders; and

• Network reinforcement therefore seen as an expensive and time-consuming solution for occasional breaches.

10

Constrained feeders

To Leighton Buzzard town

Moderately loaded 

upstream feeders

From Grid Substation
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Building the solution
1 2 3 4 5

Relieved feeders

To Leighton Buzzard town

+
 -

Battery power injection after 

constraint

Lightly loaded upstream 

feeders

Energy storage as a ‘peak-shaving’ solution

• Battery system alleviates constraint by providing electrical power directly at the point-of-use;

• Battery discharges at a variable rate to counter the level of feeder limit breach, in the event of a constraint; and

• Battery then recharges when the feeder is not constrained, ready for the next breach.

From Grid Substation
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The positive outcomes
1 2 3 4 5

Constraints managed whilst attracting 

innovation funding and providing additional 

network support

• Technically worked for intended function, 

performing peak-shaving as intended;

• Network reinforcement deferred, and the 

system was installed two years sooner than 

network reinforcement would have allowed;

• No feeder limits breached throughout UK 

Power Networks Services’ operation of the 

asset;

• Attracted innovation funding for its design and 

deployment due to its potential to prove 

concepts and capabilities of energy storage; 

and

• Subsequently performed additional functions 

to support the network.

Ancillary services to

the power grid

Capacity 

market

TRIAD 

support

Voltage 

control

Frequency 

response

A pioneering project to reinforce the power network in many ways
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The challenges
1 2 3 4 5

We have overcome multiple challenges to deliver a 

successful operation of the asset

• Technical glitches disrupting operation;

• Managing both contracts for ancillary service provision and 

network support obligations; and

• Deducing the optimum balance of different ancillary service 

provisions to maximise network support capabilities.

Decreased revenue Volatile prices

Unpredictable regulation

T

e

x

t

Risk of 

decreased 

grid-scale 

energy storage 

uptake

A number of challenges exist for the future system 

operation and general deployment of energy storage 

systems

• Falling future prospects from the known revenue streams affects 

both existing and new systems;

• Volatile energy prices increase the financial risk of energy 

storage operation and deployment due to difficulties in revenue 

forecasting; and

• Unpredictable future for business and ownership model 

regulation can deter certain parties from investing.
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Behind-the-meter applications

1 2 3 4 5
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Integrated solution at a UPS electric vehicle depot
1 2 3 4 5

1. High-speed electrical power meter

2. Active network management system

3. Energy storage system

4. Smart charging posts

LV Electrical 

Network

Secondary 

Substation

1.25MVA

Depot building

1. High-Speed 

Power Meter
Ethernet Network

2. Active Network Management

3. Energy 

Storage System

4. Smart charging posts

Energy storage system 

is crucial in ensuring 

that energy is available 

to charge the vehicles at 

times of constraint

Depot now 

has a 

charging 

capability 

of 170 
vehicles

Maximising the electric vehicle charging capacity at a constrained depot for UPS
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Lessons learnt

1 2 3 4 5
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Energy storage is a valuable tool for the optimisation of energy infrastructure, both existing and new

What did we learn?
1 2 3 4 5

Integrated solutions show significant promise, particularly when coupled to electric vehicle deployment.

Behind-the-meter applications, particularly for network reinforcement and resilience, show promise where factors 

make traditional network upgrades undesirable, or optimisation of renewable energy generation is desired.

Grid-scale connections to public networks show great technical feasibility, but are currently limited by poor 

business cases. Outlook for grid-scale storage looks to improve beyond 2020.

What are the different 

revenue streams available 

for energy storage?

What is your overall energy 

strategy?

What is your understanding 

of your future energy 

needs?

Three questions to ask when considering energy storage deployment


